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Resumen: Aun cuando Transmilenio es reconocido como un proyecto exitoso existieron 

elementos que no fueron tenidos en cuenta relacionados con el desarrollo urbano. La normativa urbana 

de la ciudad muestra una desarticulación estratégica con la infraestructura de transporte público. Por lo 

tanto, se puede argumentar que el desarrollo de Transmilenio se dio bajo una integración incompleta 

entre las áreas de transporte y usos del suelo, lo cual llevó a una solución no óptima de ambas partes. Se 

puede ver como la infraestructura fue construida pero los asuntos de desarrollo urbano fueron dejados 

sin control a la respuesta de los desarrolladores urbanos Bajo los conceptos de Desarrollo Urbano 

Orientado al Transporte Público (DOT) dos características urbanas son evaluadas, estas son: 

densificación y mezcla de usos. Un modelo de regresión multivariable a nivel zonal es propuesto para 

entender las variables relacionadas con la localización de actividades dentro las particularidades de 

Bogotá. La accesibilidad y el potencial edificable aparecen como las principales variables explicativas de 

esas dinámicas urbanas. Adicionalmente, se analiza y se compara el crecimiento urbano entre las zonas 

con y sin cobertura de Transmilenio. Finalmente el modelo es usado para proyectar el crecimiento de 

actividades a lo largo del futuro corredor de Transmilenio de la Avenida Boyacá. Este modelo permite 

prever la configuración urbana a nivel del corredor, es útil para entender la localización y distribución de 

actividades y para así obtener una mejor planeación entre los elementos de transporte y usos del suelo.  

Abstract: Even though Transmilenio is recognized as a successful project, there are issues that 

were not taken into account in terms of urban development. The overall city’s urban development 

normative showed a strategic disarticulation with this transit infrastructure. As a result, it can be argued 

that Transmilenio was developed under a not fully integrated land-use transport vision that lead to a not 

optimal approach of both parts. It can be seen how infrastructure was deployed but urban development 

matters were left uncontrolled to the developer’s action. Under the concepts of Transit Oriented 

Development (TOD) two important features are analyzed, those are: densification and land-use mixing. A 

multivariate zone aggregated model is proposed to understand the variables related with the location of 

land-uses within Bogota’s particularities. Accessibility and built-up potential arise as the main variables 

explaining these development dynamics. Secondly, it is analyzed and compared both Transmilenio-

covered and non-covered zones growth. Then the model is used to forecast activities growth along 

future Av.Boyaca Transmilenio corridor. This model helps to asses a corridor-wide urban configuration 

which is helpful to understand the location and distribution of activities and then to obtain a better 

planning of both transportation of land-use features. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In 2000, the city of Bogotá took an important step in its urban and public transportation 

system development when Transmilenio, a BRT system of superlative capacity, started its 

operation. It introduced a significant change in Bogotá’s main transit corridor, Avenida Caracas, as 

it was able to transform a highly inefficient, uncontrolled, poor-quality traditional bus system into 

an organized, and integrated scheme of buses with its own right of way and multiple operational 

and infrastructure investments. Rapidly, Transmilenio became a revolution in Bogota’s transit 

system as it reduced travel time in the main corridors, diminished CO2 emissions and provided 

accessibility to low-income areas(Hidalgo, Pereira, Estupinan, and Jiménez (2010). Transmilenio 

also produced an important effect in many urban issues, altering Bogota’s urban development. 

The construction of this transit infrastructure brought a significant improvement to public spaces: 

sidewalks, open spaces and urban mobiliary were constructed, thus helping revitalize important 

areas of the city. Furthermore, Transmilenio prompted urban development in some areas, mainly 

in trunk terminal stations, where new malls were built and new residential zones appeared due to 

accessibility improvements. 

Even though Transmilenio’s planning process is recognized as a successful experience, 

especially the conceptualization of the system and its efficient construction phase, there are 

relevant issues that were not taken into account in terms of urban development. Firstly, no value 

capture strategies were implemented in its area of influence (Bocarejo, Portilla, and Pérez (2013)). 

Many academic researchers have found empirical evidence which shows that properties near to a 

Transmilenio station have a premium in its values, and that many plots that were formerly empty, 

acquired attractiveness due to the increase of accessibility. Moreover, even though all the 

investments were done by the public sector, all the revenues were taken by the private 

developers. Moreover, the overall city’s urban development has shown a strategic disarticulation 

with this new transit infrastructure, with the farther and less benefited zones growing more than 

the zones near Transmilenio’s corridors. As a result, it can be argued, that the planning process 

and implementation of the BRT corridors were developed under a not fully integrated Land-use 
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Transport vision that did not lead to an optimal approach of both parts (Suzuki, Cervero, and Luchi 

(2013)). 

Recently, the concepts of Transit Oriented Development (TOD) and New-Urbanism have 

gained important relevance in urban planning processes, particularly those integrated with public 

transportation infrastructure. The TOD approach shows significant influence in the transit 

patronage and in the development of urban areas . Nonetheless, it is clear how Transmilenio’s 

implementation is not a deep TOD example of how both public transportation system and urban 

development could have been better been integrated. The evidence shows some findings on 

properties premiums due to their accessibility to Transmilenio and urban intensification around 

some stations, but there aren't any specific analysis regarding which land-uses were mostly 

induced and to what extent that response was due to Transmilenio’s isolated benefits or other 

effects regarding urban regulation. In a way, the implementation of Transmilenio can be seen as 

non-Land Use-Transport integration or as an incomplete TOD scheme, where infrastructure was 

deployed but urban development matters were left uncontrolled to the developer’s action. 

Nowadays, Transmilenio faces multiple problems. The success of the implementation has 

exceeded its operational capacity in some areas. Due to the spatial configuration (distribution and 

intensity of land-uses) of the city and its recent growth, the system presents operational issues, 

mainly by peak-hour flows. In addition to that the city is facing a continuous growth in the private 

vehicle ownership and usage that is not being countered by efficient transit solution or alternative 

modes. Moreover, the city of Bogotá is likely to continue to be in an urban intensification process 

caused by the lack of new land, and an issue of generalized congestion that keeps households and 

firms inside the already urbanized area instead of occupying new but farther areas. 

Therefore, the former elements on this matter are important, first, to understand the 

variables related with the location of urban activity within Bogota’s particularities. Why and in 

which magnitude does an urban area receive additional floor-area construction, and which kind of 

land-use it is? Is a zone getting more residential or more complementary land-uses are appearing? 

Secondly, it is important to discuss the effect of the transport accessibility in these location 

decisions. During the last decade, since the Transmilenio start-up, the city went through an urban 

intensification process, but why and how did it happen? And how transport accessibility and 

consequently Transmilenio’s benefits affected this urban development? 
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In resume, the conceptualization of the research can be understood in the following sequence 

of inquiries. 

1.1. Objectives 

- What variables determine the location of built-up area (residential and other uses) in the 

city of Bogotá? 

- What effect did Transmilenio have in the location and intensity of that development? 

- Is the pattern of urban development induced by Transmilenio coherent with a TOD vision? 

- What measures can be applied to prompt a better TOD vision in a future development of a 

BRT line? 

1.2. Justification  

There is a significant importance in finding empirical evidence of how urban development has 

taken place in the city of Bogota in recent years. Currently, the city is undergoing an urban 

intensification process due to the lack of urban land and an apparent congestion effect. First 

of all, this would help to understand the main variables related to the developers choice to 

construct in a specific urban area and may give a sight of how and why the city is developing in 

such way. Second, another important issue is the relationship with urban development. How is 

the city’s structure going to be like in the future and how may it affect its mobility? And which 

is the effect of the improvement of accessibility in these location decisions? All of these issues 

are important in order to understand the connection between transport and land-use, and 

how Transit Oriented Development and value-capture schemes can be implemented in a 

future development of a transit line. 

1.3. Research structure 

1. The first chapter will briefly provides the theoretical features presented behind the Transit 

Oriented Development (TOD) concept and why is it a desired model of urban and 

transport development. It will show the main characteristics and their expected outcomes. 

Also, some metrics and international cases are presented. The objective is to define 

qualitatively the main notions of this concept to develop latter quantitative analysis. 
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2. The second chapter explores the process of planning and implementation of Transmilenio 

in the city of Bogotá. It contextualizes the background of Bogotá mobility and urban 

development and how was this BRT system conceived as a solution. It gives a brief 

description of the integrated urban measures implemented along with the design and 

construction of the BRT infrastructure. It also describes the urban planning normative 

included in the city´s master plan and its relation with the system. The objective is give a 

first analysis of the urban developments around Transmilenio and their consistency with 

TOD´s vision 

3. The third chapter gives the analytical framework that will be used to analyze the 

developer’s location decisions. It explores briefly the microeconomic and theoretical 

concepts behind location model and the concept of accessibility as an element that affects 

valuation and allocation of urban development. Also some topics are explored about the 

hedonic price model and how It is useful to analyze user valuation of urban amenities 

related with location decisions.  

4. The forth chapter presents the formulation of the model  and how it is expected that 

transportation, normative and complementary variables are going to be included .And 

additionally, the way it is going to be used as mechanism to evaluate the TOD features 

related with Transmilenio that are urban densification and land-use mix. Respectively two 

models are proposed an all-use growth model and a land-use mixing model.   

5. The fifth chapter shows the estimation and results of the all-uses urban growth model. 

First there is presented a description of how was the city grew in zones near Transmilenio 

and its comparison with overall city dynamic. And then the model results and validity.  

6. The sixth chapter shows the estimation and results of the land-use mixing model. First 

there is presented a description of how was the land-use mix and growth in zones near 

Transmilenio and its comparison with overall city dynamic. And then the model results and 

validity.  

7. The seventh chapter first gives a characterization of Av.Boyaca future BRT corridor in 

terms of, urban normative, current built-up conditions and accessibility levels. Secondly a 

projection is made based of chapter 5 a 6 model and an assumed scenario of the 

construction of the corridor.  Finally urban growth and land-use mixing results are 

analyzed along and recommendations are proposed.  
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8. Finally conclusions and recommendation are proposed in terms of the Transmilenio 

integration with urban normative, the validity and results of the model and TOD strategies 

applicable to the future corridor and also to general city transport and land-use 

integration policy.  
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2. TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT (TOD) 

It is well known that a good integration of transport and urban development can create the 

right incentives to reduce the use of automobile. Developing cities world-wide are now facing a 

significant increase of their motorization rates and therefore the use of private vehicles. Economic 

growth, poor quality transit systems and lack of infrastructure investments are making the use of 

public transport or other more sustainable transportation modes less attractive. The Transit 

Oriented Development (TOD) vision tries to articulate both the urban development and the transit 

elements to create a more sustainable urban pattern. Even though the concept is generally 

applied to rail transit systems, it is also reasonable to find the same benefits on the BRT system 

scheme (Suzuki et al. (2013)). Moreover, if it is known that the BRT system has proved to be a cost-

efficient mobility solution for developing countries. 

2.1. Advantages 

The TOD approach is a desirable urban development because, if planned in a proper way, 

allows a sustainable and integrated scheme were all the parts are articulated towards a same 

objective. First, the TOD can be seen as a virtuous circle where a desired urban pattern (dense and 

mixed) prompted a desired transportation dynamic (Transit and non-motorized oriented) and 

respectively, this transportation dynamic has, in some cases, induced these urban development 

patterns. As Cervero (2006) stated: “TOD improves both land use and transit efficiency. Transit 

shapes urban development by enhancing accessibility; attributes of land, such as residential and 

job densities and the degree of land-use mixing, affect travel demand”.  

Another advantage of the TOD vision is the possibility to implement value capture strategies. It 

has been deeply found that the accessibility provided by any transport infrastructure is implicitly 

translated to the properties values of the respective zones (this issue will be developed later in 

chapter 3). Therefore, after an investment, such as a railway or BRT line, the set of properties 

within the area of influence of the stations tend to gain an extra in their value. This has been 

proved empirically in many studies like those of: Cervero and Murakami (2008) in Hong-Kong; 

Rodríguez and Targa (2004),Rodríguez and Mojica (2009) and Mendieta and Perdomo (2007) in 

Bogotá. As the urbanism action that created the added value was performed by the public sector, 

there are mechanisms that can be used to capture some proportion of that value that either way 

would be totally kept by the private developers. The former strategy is just a part of a broad set of 
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mechanisms that can be applied in order to recover part of the benefits, or either way to share the 

infrastructure investment with the developers (Zhao, Das, and Larson (2012)) 

2.2. TOD Features and metrics 

A summary table was constructed based on ITDP (2013) characterizations of which are the 

main elements of a TOD vision. Even Though the ITDP’s study has a more specific set of TOD´s 

principles, here are presented the 5 categories that grouped the vision in a general way. Along 

with the description, some metrics on each principle are also presented.  

Table 1 Transit Oriented Development components 

Item Description Metric 

No-motorized mobility 

(Walking and Cycling) 

Construct a comfortable, accessible 

and highly connected network for 

walking and cycling. These modes are 

highly affected by environmental 

conditions, thus, high quality 

infrastructure is a key elements to 

induce these transit complementary 

modes 

Percentage of streets 

segments or public space 

that provides adequate 

infrastructure for these 

modes.  

Other indicators that 

measures comfort and 

accessibility may evaluate 

the goodness of the existing 

infrastructure  

Transit- Oriented High capacity and quality transit 

system is the prerequisite for a TOD 

implementation. The benefits produce 

by a Transit station must be 

accompanied by ease of walking 

accessibility or by any infrastructure 

that allows the integration with other 

modes. All the modes should be 

articulated with Transit facilities.  

Maximum or zone average 

walking distance to a transit 

station.  

Mixed-uses A balanced mixture of different but 

complementary activities is important 

to reduce necessity to perform long or 

motorized trip to access for 

employment and services.  

Percentage of floor-space 

dedicated for residential or 

non-residential uses inside a 

zone 

Density – urban 

intensification  

The agglomeration of job and housing 

activities creates the critical mass to 

implement a Transit infrastructure. 

Denser zones are translated into more 

Dwelling unit or inhabitants 

per unit area 

Non-residential floor area 

per unit area  
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potential coverage of the system. 

Moreover, denser urban forms 

brought shorter trips as the activities 

are located in a smaller area. 

Floor area ratio (FAR) 

No automobile incentive 

infrastructure  

The former action are coherently 

oriented to transit and non-motorized 

modes, therefore to create incentives 

in the opposite direction (private 

vehicle) can go against and the TOD, 

diminishing the effect of the other 

actions.  

Off-street parking area 

On-street parking and traffic 

area 

 

Source: Author based on ITDP (2013) TOD standards 

A key element that is not included in the TOD characteristics, but that is intrinsic to the vision -

indeed is the configurator element- is the accessibility goodness. Even though any transit project is 

presumed to be developed to improve the accessibility of a zone, it may happen that the 

accessibility improvement along a corridor or between corridors may vary depending on the 

configuration of the network or zonal location. Therefore the transit attractiveness of a zone can 

be reduced, even if it is designed with plenty of the other TOD elements. 

2.3. TOD around the world  

There are many TOD cases that have arisen in different cities and contexts around the world. 

Therefore, they cannot be grouped in a unique and special urban pattern that can be applied 

indistinctly to every city in the world. The way a TOD should be applied, depends on each city’s 

specific urban development and mobility conditions. There are distinguishable urban forms around 

the world and between continents or zones. An important aspect is the concentration of the city 

and the mobility patterns that it induces. For example, the north-American city (low dense and 

automobile-dependent) is different from the European, which presents medium densities and 

more transit-oriented characteristics and widely different from highly-dense and transit-oriented 

Asian cities like Tokyo, Hong Kong and Singapore. Many cases of study have been performed in 

TOD of different level of intervention and scale; from the high intervention and planning of Hong 

Kong, that is one of the TOD´s global best practices (Cervero and Murakami (2008)) ; the analysis 

of partial implemented TOD visions in developing countries transit interventions (Suzuki et al. 

(2013), to the highly studied and varied cases of TOD in North America (Cervero and Arrington 

(2008)). 
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As mentioned before, the Hong Kong case is one of the TOD´s best practices around the world. 

Hong Kong has a high-level railway transit system with 152 stations and a route length of 218 Km. 

Since the city has very few available development land, and therefore a very high dense urban 

structure, its planning authorities decided to prompt a highly transit oriented vision. Most of the 

city’s urban growth is driven by railway lines extensions, therefore many developments have been 

created around the transit station. Cervero and Murakami (2008) performed an analysis to a set of 

25 station articulated urban developments. Some indicators of what is expected for a TOD are 

presented in Figure 1  

  

Figure 1 TOD in Honk-Kong Railway stations- Cervero and Murakami (2008) 

The stations were grouped in 5 distinctive categories based on a cluster analysis. In a general 

way, all the stations present high built density with Floor Area Ratio or Plot Ratio between 6.8 and 

14.8, which mean multi-storey or high-rise buildings. The developments analyzed are just the ones 

implemented under a joint development vision and they didn’t occupy the whole area around the 

station, therefore the site areas cannot be assumed as the total coverage area. Regarding the 

mixed use index, it can be seen that just the second and the fifth present a combination of 

different uses, and the others are either predominantly residential or office-dedicated. The study 

doesn’t evaluate walking and cycling amenities, neither automobile infrastructure nor the transit 

accessibility provided in the zones.  
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3. BOGOTÁ’S URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND TRANSMILENIO 

Before Transmilenio’s implementation there were not any remarkable articulation between 

any element of the city’s transport system and urban development. The preceding 50 years before 

2000 (Transmilenio’s first phase start-up) were characterized by a traditional bus system with a 

low level of service and with a minor control or regulation form the authorities (Montezuma 

(1996) and Ardila and Rodríguez (2000)). Alongside with this informal system the city’s urban 

development was characterized mainly by informal and unplanned settlements, with low supplies 

of urban infrastructure and public spaces.  

Transmilenio’s implementation coincided with Bogota’s first territorial master plan or POT (by 

its Spanish acronym ) formulation and which brought, besides an articulated urban vision, a set of 

instruments and urban regulation that in different ways were and are related with the effect of 

the system on the city’s urban development.  

3.1. TM in the Planning of the city 

The Master Plan of Mobility o PMM (acronym in Spanish) was established on 2006 and is part 

of the POT planning formulation. The POT dated from 2000 when it was first formulated and its 

revision in 2003. But it can be seen how the instruments in both the POT and the PMM don’t have 

an articulated vision or a notion of how to fully articulate a transit infrastructure with its 

surrounding urban development. Suzuki, Cervero, and Luchi (2013) found that in general many 

zones away from Tranmilenio’s trunk and feeder lines had the higher increases in built-up space, 

when it was desirable that the Transmilenio affected zones were the ones with the higher 

increases. The authors argued that floor area ratio (FAR) and land use policy may not be designed 

particularly to encourage more intensive urban and articulated urban development around 

Transmilenio stations.  

From another point of view, the planning and construction of Transmilenio did have some decision 

that exposed some degree of transit and urban development integration. Firstly, the 

implementation of the second and the third phase of the system (see Table 2) were accompanied 

by an important public space renewal along the corridors. From the beginning the design of the 

corridors included the renewal of sidewalks, the construction of bike paths and integration of end-

line stations with open spaces and complementary infrastructure. This brought a totally new sense 
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to the implementation of this transit system, because apart from the accessibility improvement, it 

was now considered an important element of the constructed city. An important milestone on 

Transmilenio’s implantation was the construction of the Avenida Jimenez line. This short corridor 

of just 3 station was one of the historical street in Bogota’s downtown and runs along a 

strategically zone full of education, government, financial and commercial facilities. Besides the 

construction of Transmilenio a mayor urban renewal was implemented there transforming a street 

full of car, buses, noise and contamination into a high-standard public open space integrated with 

transit infrastructure 

Table 2 Transmilenio system corridors 

Trunk line Phase Length 

(km) 

Launch 

year 

Public space 

renewal 

Calle 80 1 10 2000 NO 

Av. Caracas 1 17.7 2001 NO 

Autonorte 1 9.5 2002 NO 

Av. Jiménez 1 1.9 2001 YES 

Av.Américas 2 13 2003–2004 YES 

Av. NQS 2 20 2005 YES 

Av. Suba 2 10 2005 YES 

Carrera 10a 3 7.2 2013 YES 

Calle 26 3 12.2 2013 YES 

                       Source: Author 

Another important urban planning related issue of Transmilenio was the construction of 

affordable housing project near the transit infrastructure. Metrovivienda – the name of the public 

entity in charge of low-income housing development- would manage to buy green-fields land to 

implement big-scale urban developments that would take advantage of the further improvement 

of accessibility provided by Transmilenio. Due to high land prices and the limited available land 

inside the city, all the Metrovivienda’s project were planned and built in the city’s outskirts. 

Though the integrated planning with Transmilenio allowed them to access the system through the 

feeder lines. 

3.2. Outcomes of Transmilenio model 

Transmilenio and all the other complementary measures and project executed simultaneously 

brought to city many benefits and are seen as a particular approach to Transit Oriented 
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Development (Suzuki et al. (2013))in developing countries. Even though, the planning and 

construction of the transit system is considered a great success, some evidence show untouched 

topics that were not taken into account in the planning process and that can be seen as a 

reference to implement in a future a better scheme of transit oriented developments. Some of the 

outcomes, both good and bad, of Transmilenio are presented below: 

- Reduction in travel time  

- Creation of the no-fare feeder lines allowed and improved the accessibility, mainly, for the 

low-income groups. Also the operational integration of all the lines in a whole system also 

expanded the accessibility of all the users. 

- Renewals of public spaces along the corridors revitalize some zones and gave and enforce 

the walking access to the system. 

-  Accessibility improvements were translated in a premium value of the properties in near 

zones. 

- There were presented a highly significant increase in population density and building 

activity in the end-station surrounding zones due mainly to vacant land and accessibility 

improvements. On the contrary mid-station areas, in urban zones already consolidated, 

didn’t have an appreciable densification. 

3.3. Bogotá’s urban growth 2001- 2012 

.Based on Colombian national census and its projections Bogotá had 6,778,691 inhabitants in 

2005 and 7.363.782 in 2010 (DANE (2005)) ; and it´s growing at an average rate in 1.95% per year. 

Even though some of the urban growth has moved to Bogota’s surrounding municipalities which 

have mostly growth rates above 3% annual (DANE (2005)) , Bogotá continues to be an important 

attractor of the population and economic activities, that are also traduced in an increasingly 

demand for floor area (also known as built-up area). In Figure 2, it can be seen how in the last ten 

years the city’s floor-area grew between 3 and 5.8 millions of squared meters per year, 44 million 

during 2000-2010 decade. Moreover, the city is also facing an important shortage of available land 

for new development. Between 2006 and 2010 the available dropped from 9.1% to 5.8% of the 

overall urban area of city (SDP (2011)) .  

To support the annual growth in a scenario of reduced available land, the city has had to go 

into a process of urban intensification, with many traditional neighborhoods transforming their 
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typology from house to multi-strorey buildings. The amount of the built-up area growth during the 

11 years was equivalent to a Floor Area Ratio (FAR) growth 0.17 a units, which means that there, 

was constructed 0.17 square meters per each square meter of inside-block area. This means an 

average increase of 0.23 floors in the whole city. Figure 3 shows the building density of residential 

(right-side) and non-residential (left-side) change between 2001 and 2009. 

 

Figure 2 Floor area growth 2001-2012 

 
 

Figure 3 Floor Area Ratio increases (2001-2009).  
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4. DEVELOPERS´LOCATION MODEL 

4.1. Micro-economic theories of land use 

Alonso´s Location and land use model stated a simplifying theory that tries to exemplify the 

relationship between transport cost, the location of activities and land values. In this model, 

households or firms decide their location and consumption of land inside the city based on a 

budget constraint that considers (Alonso (1964)): 

● Land rent or expenditures of dwelling in one zone 

● Transportation expenditures 

● Expenditures representing all other goods and services    

Based on a utility maximization decision, both households and firms (users), with different 

economic characteristics (constraints and preferences), define their bid rent function or the 

willingness to pay for a certain portion of land, based on the transportation cost associated. Other 

assumptions are made to operationalize the model: 

●  Homogeneous land (No land-use restrictions)  

●  Single employment center (CBD) 

●  Elastic demand for land 

In this way, each user puts its bid for a specific location, and thus the higher postures gain the 

better location (the nearest to the CBD), while the others locate further in a general equilibrium of 

all actors. Figure 4 shows the location of different users and their bid rent functions. It can be seen 

how the more transport cost-affected users (retail and commerce) bid higher and locate near the 

CBD, followed by the households with higher income level  
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Figure 4 Bid price and locations of users in Alonso´s 

The former model, even though presents various assumptions, is coherent in a broad way with 

the evidence and the configuration of the cities. Generally the CBD is the place where higher value 

firms locate and land and floor area is more valued, while the households, depending on their 

budget and preferences, locate based on an equilibrium choice where a trade-off between 

affordable housing and transport cost is made. The Industrial users, who are mainly located in 

zones outside the cities, deal with the connectivity to move their products and the need to 

consume large amounts of land for their production. Thus, it is clear, first, how the value of land its 

direct related with the transport cost or accessibility of a zone and secondly, the way it affects the 

location decisions of the users. 

Due to many operational and conceptual issues, the application of this kind of spatial micro-

economics models is very difficult. Firstly, because of the complexity of a city and the many users 

inside it, is traduced not in one and unique city center (CBD) and trips destination, but in a multi-

center structure that responds to the preferences of many users. And secondly, the urban land 

cannot be considered as homogenous because, first, land-use normative give a special character 

to each zone (allowed uses and potential floor area) and additionally, exogenous characteristics of 

the zone or urban amenities presented, also define its attractiveness and related utilities. 

4.2 Accessibility and Land-Use  

It is clear then, that the transport plays an important role in the activities location decisions, by 

providing mobility for a good or service  to the different users within the city .Despite the ways the 

users value and are affected by the transportation has been always a topic of great concern and 

discussion. Lately the concept of Accessibilty has arisen as a more adequate form of measuring 
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the quality of transport conditions of a zone or population group. Accessibility measures both, the 

ease to reach an area on a transport system, and the potential interaction reached on a transport 

system on a specified time. This concept, contrary to the transport cost, can be seen as a positive 

indicator, and there are many approaches and associated metrics that try to measure it.  

Hansen (1959) addressed what can be seen as one of the most coherent and commonly used 

indicators of accessibility, and furthermore it was developed based on an activity-location 

framework. The author illustrates the concept as “the potential of opportunities for interaction” 

and it has the following functional form: 

   ∑         
 
                                                                                                                     (1) 

Where   = Accessibility of zone i ;   = attractiveness of zone j (employment or services) ; and  

     ) = Impedance function between zone i and zone j (distance, travel time or  utility). This 

accessibility metric has been broadly worked by many succeeding authors and can be defined as a 

gravity-type model, because the potential of a zone is defined both with “attractive mass” of the 

destination zones and a cost function of mobility to that zone. The author (Hansen, 1959) then 

related the accessibility of a set of zones with the relationship between actual development and 

potential development. The results showed (see Figure 2) that there was a positive relationship 

between the development of a zone and the accessibility to employment and population. Meaning 

that the zones with better access, presented a higher rate of urban development during that time. 

The author then simulates an improvement in a transport infrastructure, and evidences the effect 

of this change in the intensity of the urban construction of the zone that gained accessibility.  
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Figure 5 Accessibility and Residential Development relationship. Hansen (1959) 

          
  

                  

(Hansen, 1959) found a relationship that fits a log-log form. Where the development of      

zones was explained based on a potential form of the accessibility (      level for employment 

and population.  

The evidence that accessibility is related with urban-development has been translated in many 

location models with further and complex structures,(de la Barra (2011); (Kim, Mizuno, & 

Kobayashi, 2003); P. Waddell (2000)). 

Moreover, another simplified but more straight-forward concept of accessibility is commonly 

used, with the potential relationships defined as the reached jobs or services in an specific travel 

time and transportation modes .Finally, many other accessibility formulations have been proposed 

with multiple approaches including: physical, economic, time-based and social accessibility. An 

interesting research applied to Bogota’s local context and social condition was developed by 

Bocarejo S and Oviedo H (2012), where users affordability were included in the quantification of 

accessibility. 
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4.3 Hedonic price model 

Microeconomic theory shows us that location is a utility-based decision where many goods are 

valued -including transport cost or opportunity (accessibility)- and many tradeoffs are made by the 

users in order to maximize their benefits. An important input inside the user’s utility function is 

the budget spent in the dwelling unit (house-holds) or the commercial space (firms).The rent or 

the appraisal value of each property is explained by Rosen (1974) as the composition of many 

heterogeneous goods (attributes) associated to each property. By estimating a regression model it 

is possible to infer, empirically, the implicit price of each attribute as the willingness to pay for it. 

The hedonic price model function is formulated in a general way as: 

                                                                                          (2) 

Where         are the set of attributes of each of the categories (see Table 3) that compose 

the value    of a property. The categories are respectively: Structural attributes of the property, 

Neighborhood or local attributes and Accessibility of the property.  

Table 3 Hedonic price variables 

Group Variables 

Structural 

attributes  

Size, number of bedrooms, parking spaces and other intrinsic 

attributes of the dwelling units  

Neighborhood 

attributes 

Conditions of the surrounding zone: number of parks, urban 

services, crime rates and environmental indexes 

Accessibility Time travel to employment and services centers, distance to 

a public transport facility. 

           Source: author 

The estimation of a model is useful to understand the different tradeoffs made by users in 

their location decision. The implicit value of accessibility (willingness to pay for an additional unit 

of access) would show the importance of mobility and how the users pay an extra value for a 

better location in response of the high transportation cost or how, in order to find a better 

property (more space, more urban amenities), users decide to locate in further (more costly) or 

less accessible zones. Finally, it is important to state that the price function might differ between 
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the different users. The valuation of the location-based attributes might depend on the income-

level of the households and it is expected that the firms have a different appreciation of the 

attributes than house-holds. 

4.4 Developers´ location model proposal  

The model proposed is going to be the main tool to articulate this research in order to respond 

to the questions formulated. The first objective is to identify what variables determine the location 

of new urban development in the city of Bogotá. This means, why some zones of the city are 

receiving more construction of built-up space? And if there are differences between the 

development of residential and non-residential activities (commerce and services)? A proposed 

model is going to be specified following the analytical framework developed within this chapter: 

- The users make trade-offs between transport and location based on their utility functions 

- The accessibility is an important issue that affects the location of activities 

- The attractiveness of a zone is implicitly translated to the value of the properties located 

inside it 

- The development of  zone regardless of the accessibility and attractiveness level is also 

defined by urban regulation (Built-up potential and land-uses allowed) 

  

The model will be an aggregated developer’s location model that will try to predict why 

developers decide to locate in a specific zone and build residential and non-residential 

constructions. The model can be seen as an explanatory approach of the city´s urban growth, 

taking into account the current conditions of a city like Bogotá, with an appreciable shortage 

of non-urbanized land and increasing congestion and transport problems. Furthermore, the 

model cannot be consider as a location choice model like those of (Wegener and Fürst 

(2004),de la Barra (2011) and Paul Waddell (1996), which are centered mainly in the demand 

size -house-holds and firms locations-, but just as a descriptive analysis of the urban location 

dynamics of the developers or supply size. 

 

 An intuitive analysis would say that a developer decides to construct a building in a zone if 

first, there is a demand for residential or non-residential units and second, if the urban 

regulation allows to construct that use. Other developer’s issues, like the constructive 

techniques restrictions or specific lot conditions like geometry, are not taken into account 
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because the model will measure the aggregated attractiveness of a zone. Figure 6, shows the 

conceptual structure of the model and the categories of variables that are going to be included 

, in the following sub chapters the ways these variables are going to be worked will be 

explained. 

 

Figure 6 Proposed model structure 

 Floorarea value (Hedonic Approach) 

The main assumption behind this model formulation is the developer’s response to the 

demand necessities, (see (1) in Figure 6). It means that the value of properties that the users are 

willing to pay, is the same the developers are willing to offer at an equilibrium state. Thus, the 

hedonic price scheme can be translate, implicitly, from the value of the properties to the 

magnitude of the construction in a zone. If suddenly an increase of an attribute of the zone raises 

the value of the surrounding properties, it affects the developer’s decision, as he can construct 

and sell more expensive floor-space. As the floor-area price of a zone gets higher, it is presumed 
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that the developer would get a higher profit because it would be able to sell the built floor-area at 

higher prices. It can be seen in Figure 6 how the groups or variables included in neighborhood 

amenities and accessibility valuation are part of the expected independent variables of the 

regression. The structural attributes of the properties were set apart because they are not part of 

the aggregated attractiveness of a location; in some way what the model is trying to include 

implicitly is that the value of the floor-area unit, does not depend on the attributes of the 

construction but on the urban conditions of the zone that are neighborhood amenities and 

accessibility valuation.  

In Bogotá, many studies have been conducted related to the effect of accessibility and urban 

amenities in the value of properties within the city. The studies were centered mainly in the effect 

of Transmilenio over surrounding properties, have used many metrics of accessibility and their 

results showed consistency (see Table 4). 

Two different metrics of accessibility are commonly implemented. Local accessibility, that 

measures the distance to a transit facility (BRT station), and there has been found that the 

property’s value decay with the distance to the BRT station. Regional accessibility, instead, looks at 

the accessibility to employment centers by the BRT system and other modes; the results have also 

shown a negative relationship between transport cost (time) and property values. This information 

is useful for the specification of the model and the accessibility metric to be used  

Table 4 Selected Hedonic price model results 

Author  Accessibility 

approach 

Methodology Findings  

Rodríguez and 

Targa (2004) 

Local Walking time to the nearest BRT 

station  

Elasticity ( e ) =-3.3% 

Regional Travel time to the CBD, downtown 

and the center of gravity of all BRT 

destinations 

No significant evidence  

Mendieta and 

Perdomo (2007) 

Local Walking time and distance to the 

nearest BRT station  

0-200 m   e= -0.36% 

200-500 m   e=-0.55% 

500-1000 m  e=-1.13% 

Regional NA NA 
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Carriazo (2007) Local NA NA 

Regional Time to nearest employment center 

(CBD or downtown) in BRT or faster 

alternative mode 

Elasticity ( e ) =-0.07% 

Source: Author 

Accessibility valuation and urban regulation  

In terms of the specific effects of Transmilenio in urban development some studies have also 

been performed. Bocarejo, Portilla, & Pérez, (2013) found that Transmilenio induced a clear 

increase in population density in areas around it, especially those in feeder-line zones. Additional 

results regarding residential and non-residential built density don’t present significant difference 

between the zones Transmilenio serves and those which not. The study shows an important 

conclusion at general level and also opens an important field of action for more specific studies.  

Oppositely, Suzuki et al. (2013) found that floor area ratio (FAR) of zones near Transmilenio 

infrastructure (both trunk and feeder lines) increased less than other zones of the city, and those 

increases were mostly lower than the average increase of the whole city. The study assumed the 

change in built-density without distinction between residential or non-residential. No matter it 

shows that the market also may have had a response to variables related with urban normative 

(FAR), which were not adapted to an effective land-use and transportation planning that would 

allow a better exploitation of the accessibility improvement. This mismatch is also reinforced in 

(Bocarejo et al., 2013) study’s conclusion.  
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5 DATA AND MODEL DEFINITION 

The analysis of the city’s urban growth was defined in a 10-year period that means 

construction of floor area in each zone between 2001 and 2010. This, firstly, due to the 

temporality of urban form changes. Even though transport changes happened in a short period of 

time, developer´s location decisions are taken in a wider lapse of time. Urban processes such as 

development of available urban land, densification of a zone or change in land-use patterns take 

several years to happen, reason why an analysis based on a short span of time may not embrace 

these long-term dynamics. Secondly, and also corresponding to the former condition, urban 

planning and regulation are usually defined for medium to long term periods. An example of this is 

the cities of Singapore where its urban master plan guiding principles are defined for a term of 40 

year. In the Colombian context, cities’ urban master plan or POT (Spanish acronym that stands for 

Plan de Ordenamiento Territorial) is formulated for a 20 year term and it is revised every ten 

years.  

5.1 Time and assumptions of the model 

The period between 2000 and 2010 strategically coincides with two important transport and 

land-use instruments that occurred in the city, and that are the focus of this research: Massive 

transit infrastructure and urban regulation relationship with it. These are respectively the 

construction of Transmilenio and the first formulation of the city’s POT. Both elements began in 

2000 and defined largely what happened in the city in terms of urban development during the first 

decade of the 21th century. Transmilenio’s first trunk corridor began operation in 2000 and 

afterwards 5 more corridors were implemented until 2005. This BRT system had a huge influence 

in the mobility condition of the city. Simultaneously, the POT was first formulated in 2000 and 

there was a minor revision in 2003. Even though various master plans and urban regulation had 

been issued during last decades, the POT was the first multi-level planning process to arrage all 

urban systems, including transport, into a defined urban model. The main urban development 

concepts where defined in the POT 2000 master plan and 2003 revision, but the specific zonal 

regulation related with urban growth potential and activities allocation were further formulated in 

each UPZ (Zonal Planning Unit in its Spanish acronym) between 2001 and 2008. Figure 7 shows the 

time location of the former elements mentioned and other variables time availability that are used 

in the analysis. 
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Figure 7 Time-lime and classification of variables 

5.2 City Potential Floor Area Ratio Calculation 

Bogota´s urban normative defined in the POT is based in a combination of 5 kinds of urban 

processes and 8 kinds of activities or land-uses. These classifications are defined in a broader way 

in the POT but the regulation specificities of each zone are defined in UPZ normative. There are 

112 UPZ in the city and each normative defines both the maximum FAR and the combination of 

land-uses allowed in each plot. The decision regarding floor area potential corresponds to which 

kind of urban process is the zone. The 5 urban processes are:  

Development area: Urbanized not developed areas or plots. The floor space potential is 

defined by a specific and corresponding developing plan formulated by the private developer and 

approved by city’s planning office. FAR are commonly determined around 2, but alongside a mayor 

road the ratio is permitted to increase to 2.75.  

Urban renewal: Poor urban quality sector. Intended to be renewed by means of a renewal 

plan. There is no specific potential defined, the maximum FAR is defined with the formulation of 

the respective renewal planning process.  

Conservation area: Historic and preservation urban sectors. No building potential allowed. 

Integral improvement: Outskirts zones of the city. Informal and often illegally built zones with 

a shortage of urban infrastructure and poor quality of urban form and constructions. The potential 

is defined as maximum number of floors but several restrictions are defined in order to mitigate 

some risk and to allow general improvements of the neighborhood. Predominant floor is 3 but 
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along transit corridors floor ceiling rise to 5 or 8 floors. Floors are translated into FAR based on 

average constructions arrangement: 2.66, 4.44 and 6.9 are the FAR associated with those numbers 

of floors.   

Consolidation: Already urbanized and built zones. The floor area potential is defined as a 

maximum FAR over a plot regardless of the already built floor-area. The FAR may vary between 2 

and 8. In highly consolidated zones there is no additional potential permitted. Even though there is 

an option to apply re-development treatment that allows building totally new construction in zone 

or plots under the development normative. 

Assumptions 

-  Between all possible FAR applicable to a plot the maximum was assigned. FAR in each 

zone is subjected also to volumetry and plot specific conditions but those variables were 

left aside of the analysis and the maximum value was assigned. 

- The potential is defined under each UPZ (Urban Planning Unit) normative regulated 

individually between 2001 and 2009. The potential building decisions before the 

regulation settlement of each zone were defined by former city regulation. Even though it 

is assumed that the floor-area built in the analysis period correspond just to the potential 

defined in each UPZ regulation after the regulation.  

- Almost all areas of consolidation and integral improvement are open to use the re-

development scheme in which it is possible to obtain higher FAR. But this possible FAR is 

not included in the analysis because it depends on each open re-development proposal.  

- The FAR is assigned to each plot regardless of the land-use regulation. In general, urban 

regulation assigns the same FAR to all uses, though some specific regulations exist for 

some constructions but they were not included in the analysis.  

In consolidation and integral improvement the potential is calculated as the absolute value of 

the plot. That means that the current floor-area at the beginning of the analysis period (2000) 

does not count into the potential, whether there is any or none construction in the plot the 

potential is the same. If a new construction was meant to be built in a plot it is assumed that 

all the current construction must had been demolished first. This is right for consolidation 

zones, where the current construction usually had to be demolished in order to build a higher 

one and also in development zones where there are no constructions. But in the case of 
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integral improvement zones, informal and low income built zones; the FAR potential is used by 

constructing an additional floor over the already built structure. Therefore the potential is 

over-estimated, but as there were no available information of the stock at the begging of the 

analysis term it was assumed that way. Figure 8 shows the FAR maximum potential of the 

entire city.  
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Figure 8 Maximum Floor Area Ratio (FAR) based on 2000-2010 normative 

The modelling of the city was divided in two segments based on income-level of each zone. 

The city is divided into 760 transport zones or ZAT (its Spanish acronym) that were created based 
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on homogenous portions of the city with the same transport and accessibility conditions and they 

often match with neighborhood division of the city. Two income segments were established: a 

high-income with those ZAT that have a stratification1 classification of 4,5 and 6 and low-income 

with a stratification classification of 1,2 and 3. The city floor-area potential is about 455 million 

square meters that are around twice the current value of 230 million square meters. Table 5 

shows this potential for the income-zones and their respective distribution of urban process areas 

classification.  

Table 5 Income-level zones and city floor-area potential 

 m2_potencial  
(millons) 

Urban process classification  (Km2) 

Preser Conso Int Impro Renewal Devel N/A Total 

High-Income 92.05 3.9 68.4 0.6 0.8 14.4 0.1 88.1 

Low-Income 363.34 3.5 126.0 61.6 7.9 49.0 3.8 251.9 

Total  455.39 7.5 194.4 62.2 8.8 63.4 3.8 340.0 

 

The high-income level zone is composed mainly by consolidated zones and some remaining 

development zones, while low-income zones have also a majoritarian proportion of consolidation 

but an important share of integral improvement and development areas.  

5.3 Model structural form 

In order to describe which variables influenced in the urban growth of the city, a multivariate 

regression analysis was performed. The observation unit is each one of the 760 ZAT encompassing 

the urban area of the city. First the regression is estimated against urban growth as the dependent 

variable. This variable was defined as squared meter of floor-area built per unit of gross area of 

the zone. This was done in order to control for the size-effect of each zone. The regression tries to 

evaluate the dynamics of urban densification as first TOD feature. A second multivariate 

regression model was estimated in order to evaluate another TOD feature: the land-use mixing. 

Regardless of how much growth was allocated in a zone, this model aim is to evaluate the mixing 

between residential and no residential or complementary activities. After the estimation of the 

two models previously mentioned a projection exercise was performed in order two evaluate 

                                                           
1
 Stratification refers to an economical classification of the city zones based on urban environment 

quality and it ranges from 1 to 6, 1being the lowest conditions and 6 the highest. Stratification can be seen 
as a proxy of household’s income-level of the dwellers of that zone.  
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urban growth around a BRT future that will pass through an already urbanized zone. Those former 

issues are explained in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9 Model methodology 

Each regression model analyzes the explaining factor of two independent TOD features based 

of transport and urban conditions. The set of independent variables is formed basically by 

accessibility measures, BRT influence, local effect and building, and activity potential based POT 

regulation. The next formula states the structural form of both models. 

                                                                   

- Accessibility  

Accessibility was calculated based on the methodology and results of Bocarejo  and Oviedo 

(2012) and Bocarejo , Escobar, and Oviedo (2013) preceding work. These authors calculated an 

accessibility based on mobility (just public transport modes)and socioeconomic condition for each 

UPZ and it was defined based on Hansen (1959) formulation.: 

     ∑    
 
     (   )                                    

Where Acci is the accessibility of the zone i (origin zone); aj is the attractiveness of zone j (destiny 
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zone) ,and  f(cij) is the function of the distance (cost) between zones i and j 

The cost function is defined in terms of travel time; distance or any associated cost and takes the 

standard form of utility functions.  

                                         

Where, 

Cij is Generalized public transport travel cost (impedance) between zones i and j; Ct is public 

transport travel time between i and j; Cc is travelling expenditure between i and j (public 

transport fare); and β is the cost decaying parameter 

(Bocarejo  et al., 2013) calculated a specific cost decaying parameters for each zone (that 

range between 2.54 and 5.9) based on distribution and magnitude of accessed jobs (daily working 

commutes). The former formulation allows to include an affordability effect implicitly in the 

traveling expenditure (fare) assumed by households in each zone. This is quite valuable in a 

developing city such Bogota where household income is a restrictive variable in traveling 

decisions. The parameters were assigned to the respective ZAT inside each UPZ.  

- Transmilenio effects 

Transmilenio effect are analyzed in two ways: a regional and a local effect, which had been 

also analyzed by other authors as (Rodríguez & Targa, 2004),(Mendieta & Perdomo, 2007) and 

(Carriazo, 2007). The former is an accessibility benefit that is valued in terms of travel time to 

employment destinations and that is implicitly incorporated in each zone that is covered by the 

BRT services, both trunk and feeder lines. The latter is a proximity effect that tries to evaluate if 

there is a marginal effect in zones directly adjacent to trunk corridors, feeder lines or terminals. 

Figure 10 shows the classification of the zones that are covered by BRT infrastructure. These 

effects are proved using dummies variables.  
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Figure 10 BRT zones classification 
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- Local Effects 

These are neighborhoods urban amenities that each zone has and that creates both utilities 

and disutilities that are valued by dwellers or firms when taking a decisions of locating in that 

zone. In other location models such as (de la Barra, 2011) and (Waddell, 1996) this local factors are 

incorporated in terms of an attractiveness factor. The factor evaluated is related with supply of 

green space, public space and official and private facilities.    

- POT effect 

The urban normative effect established in POT is based in two kinds of variables. The first is 

related with floor area potential that is allowed to construct in each zone. The underlying 

hypothesis is that zone with greater potential are those zones with greater growth. This variable is 

also crucial  in  evaluating inner-city (historical and already urbanized)zones that a priori have an 

advantage in accessibility as they are closer to employment centers but they did not present a high 

growth as their potential is limited. The second issue is related with predominant land-use of the 

zone. It may have both an inertial and restrictive effect. Zones already developed with 

predominantly commercial or complementary uses are likely to keep receiving the same kind of 

uses when they grow. And in the other hand, zones with an specific land-use may have restriction 

of other uses, therefore other uses growth can be limited.  

5.4 Variables 

Next table shows a summary of the main variables used and that result in some kind relevant 

for the succeeding analysis.  

Table 6 Variables description 

 Name Description Source 

U
rb

an
 g

ro
w

th
 ddT10 Total squared meters built in zone between 2000-2010 over the 

gross area of the zone (Km2) m2/Km2 
Building  census DANE 
01-10) 

ddR10 Residential squared meters built in zone between 2000-2010 
over the gross area of the zone (Km2) m2/Km2 

Building census DANE 
(2001-2010) 

ddC10 Complementary squared meters built in zone between 
2000-2010 over the gross area of the zone (Km2) m2/Km2 

Building census DANE 
(2001-2010) 

Tr
an

sp
o

rt
 

Accesi Employment accessibility in public transport  
distTM Euclidean distance to BRT trunk corridor Spatial Analysis GIS 
distBRT Euclidean distance to BRT trunk corridor or feeder line Spatial Analysis GIS 
trunkZn Dummy variable: 1 if zone is adjacent to a BRT trunk corridor Spatial Analysis GIS 
feederZn Dummy variable: 1 if zone is adjacent to a BRT feeder line Spatial Analysis GIS 
r500m_Ed_Zn Dummy variable: 1 if zone is a 500m radio of an end-line station Spatial Analysis GIS 
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U
rb

an
 n

o
rm

at
iv

e
 

pDevelp_Tr Percentage of development area POT urban normative 
pCons_Tr Percentage of consolidation area POT urban normative 
pIntImp_Tr Percentage of integral improvement area POT urban normative 
pResi_LU Percentage of residential area POT urban normative 
pComSer_LU Percentage of commercial and services area POT urban normative 
dpt_m2 Potential floor-area (m2) in zone over the gross area of the zone 

(Km2) m2/km2 
Spatial analysis based in 
POT regulation 

m2_resi_11 Residential floor-area (2011) Bogota Cadestre (2011) 
m2_comer_11 Complementary (commercial and services)  floor area (2011) Bogota Cadestre (2011) 
mxLU_11 Complementary /Total floor area (2011) Author calculation 

Lo
ca

l 

pPSpace Public space Bogota planning 
authority (SDP) (2012) 

pGreen Green area  SDP (2012) 
n_MetroFc Metropolitan facilities SDP (2012) 
n_ZonalFc Zonal facilities SDP (2012) 
n_NeighFc Neighborhood facilities SDP (2012) 

La
n

d
 v

al
u

e
 landV_04 m2 land value (2004) Bogota Cadestre (2004) 

landV_12 m2 land value (2012) Bogota Cadestre (2012) 
faV_12 m2 Floor area value (2012)  Bogota Cadestre (2012) 
re_faV_12 Residential m2 floor area value (2012) Bogota Cadestre (2012) 
co_faV_12 Complementary m2 floor area value (2012) Bogota Cadestre (2012) 
co/re_faV_12 Complementary /Residential  floor area  value (2012) Author calculation 
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6 URBAN GROWTH LOCATION MODEL 

In this chapter an aggregated model is estimated. This model describes the main variables 

influencing the developers’ location decision in the city of Bogotá, translated into construction of 

floor area per zone. The purpose is to identify both the effect of the urban regulation presented in 

the zones and the accessibility valuation. Additionally, a relevant matter consists in trying to 

quantify the accessibility effect in the developers’ decision, and consequently understanding the 

effect of the implementation of Transmilenio along its trunk corridor, feeder lines and end-line 

station’s surrounding zones. Based on the estimation of the model estimation two products are 

developed. The first one is a conclusion about the Transmilenio induced urban growth pattern, the 

second one, the identification of other variables that have had an impact on urban growth 

decision. Therefore, the TOD feature analyzed corresponds to densification. 

6.1 Transmilenio zones growth 

The analysis was decomposed into the three elements of a BRT system. These are trunk 

corridor, feeder lines and end-line stations. For each one, two metrics of densification (urban 

growth) were calculated. The first measure shows how intense was the development of a zone 

based on the amount of squared meters of floor area built-up over a unit of area. The second one 

is related to the quantity of this new build-up area over the potential of the zone. As base line, 

values for the remaining high and low-income zones of the city were calculated. In the analysis 

period (10 years), the low-income rate of construction was around 53.000 m2/Km2 and it 

corresponds approximately to 5% of built potential defined in POT .Whereas high-income values 

are, respectively, 206.000 m2/Km2 and 24%.This evidence that high-income households, as they 

have higher payment capacity have the corresponding willingness to pay for better location inside 

the city already developed areas. This is traduced clearly in this high intensity development in 

these zones. Willingness to pay of low-income groups is lower therefore they prefer to fall into less 

accessible, longer-trip, cheaper locations. Evidence consistent with(Alonso, 1964) theory.  

The end-line station surrounding-zones analysis shows that in Auto Norte and Av. Suba –

mainly high-income zones- there was a more intense densification process, exceeding the high-

income’s average. However, in the remaining end-line stations there is no a clear patterns, with 

zones growing above and under low-income´s rate. In terms of potential growth, the zones show 
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similar patterns, except for Calle 80 where the intensity of growth was low but it was relatively 

high concerning its potential.  

 

Figure 11 End-line station surrounding zones urban growth analysis 

Feeder-lines zones show similar results. AutoNorte and Suba were the zones that grew above 

the average complemented also by Americas. Calle 80 which presents also a high growth over its 

potential. The remaining two zones, Caracas and NQS present growth below half of the city value. 

The feeder-line zones aggregated value was 79,800 m2/Km2 which is below both city´s and end-

lines zones’ value. It is worth to mention that all feeder-line zones are located in low-income 

sectors. 

 

Figure 12 Feeder lines surrounding zones urban growth analysis 
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Trunk corridors analysis shows that the AutoNorte zone continues being the zone with the 

highest densification. Suba even though had a high value of growth did not exceeded high-income 

value. Additionally remaining low-income zones grew shortly above the average. The results are 

similar for both indicators. In this case, aggregated trunk-corridor growth corresponding to 

120,000 m2/ Km2, was higher than that of the city. Nonetheless, growth was pulled up mainly by 

AutoNorte and Suba.  

 

Figure 13 Trunk corridors surrounding zones urban growth analysis 

The last three figures show important results. AutoNorte and Suba were zones with 

consistently higher growth over city average and remaining zone, even though, compared with 

their control-group zones (high-income) growth is not highly significant. Both measures of urban 

growth show similar pattern results. An outstanding case is the one presented in AutoNorte trunk 

corridor, its surrounding zones grew around the triple of that of the city’s growth rate and almost 

five times compared to other trunk corridors. During the last decade, more than 20% of its 

building potential was used. 

This analysis shows mixed results regarding growth differential in BRT zones. Firstly, just in two 

zones, AutoNorte and NQS trunk-corridors exceed feeder and end-line values. In Calle 80 and Suba 

the highest value was located in end-line station and Americas’ highest value was in its feeder 

lines. Just AutoNorte and Suba trunk-corridors and end-line stations and Suba and America feeder-
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compared with their respective income control groups; Transmilenio produced a marginal growth 

effect in almost all feeder and trunk zones. 

As there were no significant differences between potential metric and growth intensity metric, 

it can be argued that there was no urban normative limitation effect in city growth. As a 

consequence, limit building potential did not have a diminishing effect in urban growth. Consumed 

potential mainly below 15% might mean that there is still wide potential left, therefore there is no 

effect in urban growth limitation. 

6.2  Urban growth model results 

As the city is not a homogenous space, it is expected that urban growth may be necessarily 

affected by existing local factors that have variable and distinctive patterns over the city. 

Therefore, the purpose of a multivariate regression analysis is to isolate the effect of variable 

controlling for other regressors. In this case, the objective is to evaluate the influence of BRT in 

urban growth separating other’s urban variables effects. As stated before, income segmentation 

was defined in order to allow the identification of differences in developers’ location decisions. 

Low-income regression (see Table 7) shows firstly that transit employment accessibility did 

have a positive effect in inducing more urban growth. The accessibility-urban development 

relationship was modeled with a log-log form, the same way as in Hansen (1959). The first 

regression (1) does not include 2012 square meter floor area value (faV_12) as it is include in 

regression (2). This is because it was expected to explain the attractiveness of a zone based on 

other variables that in some way should be included implicitly in floor area value.  

BRT effect analysis shows that there was a marginal urban growth in feeder-lines but there 

was no effect in trunk-corridor zones, similar to results found in Bocarejo et al. (2013) .Significance 

in dpt_m2 shows that when built potential increases in a zone there is more growth in floor area. 

This is consistent with former section analysis. No land-use normative or local effects indicate 

significant relationships. Regression (2) shows the same variables but including floor area value. 

This variable turned out to be highly significant and added important explanatory power to the 

model. Correlation between FA value and other independent variables was checked and no highly 

significant values were found. As a consequence, faV_12 is implicitly introducing the effect of 

other variables that were not taken into account in the analysis. 
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Table 7 Low-income urban growth regression model results 

 (1) (2) (3) 

VARIABLES L_ddT10 L_ddT10 L_ddt10 

    

L_acc_PuT 0.669*** 0.264*** 0.411*** 

 (5.507) (2.595) (3.171) 

feederZn 0.417*** 0.343*** 0.393*** 

 (3.355) (3.249) (3.269) 

trunkZn 0.144  0.223* 

 (1.044)  (1.660) 

dpt_m2 3.14e-07*** 3.89e-07*** 0.109* 

 (4.223) (6.173) (1.921) 

faV_12  4.41e-06***  

  (15.10)  

Constant 2.126 5.323*** 4.088*** 

 (1.565) (4.726) (2.639) 

    

Observations 566 556 517 

R-squared 0.121 0.376 0.055 

Robust t-statistics in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
 

All variables were significant at a level of confidence of 5%. Model (2) has a superior 

adjustment with a R-squared of 37.6 % compared with 12.1% of model (1).High-income regression 

shows similar results (see Table 8). Even though accessibility is significant, it was calculated 

changing overall employment destinations by just the high-income employment destinations. This 

turned out in a significant variable and is explained because high-income groups (just 18% of the 

city) are located in specifics parts (North-east and west-center) their destinations are narrowed in 

a central part of the city CBD and downtown, where specialized employments are located. 

Therefore, accessibility to the huge range of jobs destinations, all over the city, may not be valued 

as much as specialized job. BRT analysis shows that trunk corridors have a negative marginal effect 

controlling by other variables. This means that, of all high-income zones, given similar accessibility 

levels, zones surrounding trunk corridors had a relative lower growth. This is consistent with 

Suzuki et al. (2013).  
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Table 8 High-income urban-growth  regresion model results 

 (1) (2) (3) 

VARIABLES L_ddT10 L_ddT10 L_ddT10 

    

L_accHI_PuT 0.882*** 0.306 0.883*** 

 (3.735) (1.398) (3.856) 

trunkZn -0.390** -0.266 -0.552*** 

 (-2.015) (-1.574) (-2.858) 

dpt_m2 4.88e-07*** 3.04e-07*** 0.397*** 

 (4.784) (3.337) (4.995) 

faV_12  2.82e-06***  

  (7.919)  

Constant 3.062 6.406*** -1.676 

 (1.406) (3.285) (-0.788) 

    

Observations 172 167 158 

R-squared 0.248 0.455 0.268 

Robust t-statistics in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
 

dpt_m2 is also significant as it happened in low-income results. As a consequence, zones with 

more potential were the ones with higher levels of growth. Again neither local nor urban 

normative effect presented any significance. Finally, faV_12 was included in regression (2), it had 

high significance but now it did present correlation problems with accessibility (L_accHI_PuT), 

clearing away its effect. For all other variables, correlation analysis was performed in order to 

check the independency of the variables. All correlation coefficients have absolute values below 

0.35. 

6.3 Conclusions 

Both cross-tables and regression model estimations allow us to make conclusions on how 

urban growth dynamic was presented during the last decade in the city, and also how 

Transmilenio influenced it. 

- Zones surrounding BRT infrastructure grew mainly above their respective income-level 

control zones. This is not consistent with Suzuki et al. (2013) findings, where the control 

group was considered as the entire city. Transmilenio´s zones did grow under city average 
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but this average value was inflated by high-income value, when controlling by two 

different income groups the zones, effectively, growths were above the others zones. 

- Accessibility did have an important effect inducing more urban growth in both income-

level models. This is important as the city is experiencing an urban intensification process 

where central and more accessible locations are becoming more attractive. As 

Transmilenio effect is implicitly incorporated in accessibility levels it shares part of this 

positive marginal effect. Accessibility valuation is higher for high-income households which 

is consistent with the large densification process of their zones. Model elasticity reinforces 

this idea as high-income accessibility coefficient is higher than low-income.  

- In low-income zones, for which feeder-lines were designed, there was clear evidence that 

these lines incentivize densification.  

- Trunk corridors local effect did not have a marginal effect in creating more urban growth. 

Therefore, high urban growth observed in some trunk-corridor analysis may be caused by 

relationship with other variables.  

- Densification is directly related with the allowed build-up potential of the zones. This is 

important as it is a sign that land-use normative is in some way effectively interiorized by 

developers.  

- Local assets such park and facilities of each zone did not have any effect in creating a 

marginal attractiveness effect of the zones.  

- Floor area value is an important proxy of the development of a zone. As a consequence it 

incorporating many variables that area not measured in this research.  

- Accessibility premium and land-use normative appears to be both significant in inducing 

urban growth. Even though there is a larger sensitive towards accessibility changes. 

Accessibility elasticity almost doubles that of urban normative. 
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7 MIXED-USE LOCATION MODEL 

In this chapter, land-use mixing, a second feature of TOD is evaluated. After analyzing urban 

growth, it is important to evaluate how this new built floor area is distributed in terms of land-

uses. Mixed-use induces less long-range trips as complementary activities can be found in a local 

range. Predominant or unique activity zone encourage long-range trips as people have the 

necessity to move from their residences to their employments and services destinations. Bogota’s 

activities pattern is made by a concentrated service and employment central core and mainly 

residential zones in the outer zones (some other low-scale activity centers are distributed through 

the entire city), this creates high flows of trips during hours towards employment and services 

destination. 

Due to data availability only a simple indicator of land-use mix could be calculated. It was 

calculated as the ratio of complementary uses area (no-residential) area over total built-up area. It 

is important to mention that this indicator is not a measure of diversity of uses, as there are only 

two categories, but it gives evidence of predominantly residential patterns in different zones; the 

higher the ratio, the less residential is a zone or more complementary or mixed. From now on, this 

index will be referred as mixed-use. City structure in 2001 indicates that 25% of city built-up area 

was both commercial, services or industrial related, and the remaining corresponds to residential 

area. During the ten year period of analysis, this ratio remained at the same level but some 

significant changes occurred around BRT lines. Control group show interesting results. High-

income reduced its mixed index from 26% to 25% whereas low-income increased from 24% to 

25%. Although these changes are small they showed the aggregated dynamics of these two 

groups. City´s behavior kept static at a level of 25%. 

7.1 Mixed-Use in in corridors and feeder zones 

All end-line station areas are zones with average or lower values of mixed-use. Two zones: 

AutoNorte and Suba stand out as they presented the highest values in 2001 but then lost mixed-

uses share. It is worth noticing that these zones were the ones that presented also the highest 

urban growth values. On the other hand, remaining zones were all with low values in 2001 but 

gained in complementary uses. CaracasSur complementary activities growth -the most significant 

increase- was more than 30% of the total growth. 
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Figure 14 End-line station surrounding zones land-use mixing analysis 

Feeder lines values are even lower that end-line station ones. All but AutoNorte zone, 

presented land-mixed value lower that 15% in 2001, meaning that they were predominant 

residential zones. Feeder-lines were mostly designed for city outskirts poor neighborhoods, that 

were mainly informal developed and where facilities and services location are scare. CaracasSur 

and NQS stand out as their complementary area increases cover around 40% of the total zone’s 

growth. All the other zones, except for Suba, also grew in complementary uses. Although low-

income control group zones grew in mixed-use index just two of feeder-line zones grew above it.  

 

Figure 15 Feeder-lines surrounding zones land-use mixing analysis 
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Trunk-corridors analysis shows two import conclusions. First, these zones were already high 

mixed sites in 2001. All but one corridor surrounding zones exceeded that of city average and they 

have values of more than 30%. As they were, before BRT corridors implementation, located 

alongside already important transport corridors, they presented this high share of complementary 

uses. This, a priori, is an indicator that accessibility, provided in this case by important roads, is 

indeed significant for mixed-use location. Trunk corridors aggregated result shows no appreciable 

change during the period of analysis. Although corridor such Caracas, Calle80 and NQS did 

presented significant mixed-use growth, with their complementary uses growing in more than 40% 

of the total growth. Caracas value was almost 60%, showing that around this trunk corridor there 

was presented an important mixing dynamic. 

 

Figure 16 Trunk corridors surrounding zones land-use mixing analysis 
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correlation coefficient of (-0.237) which reinforces the former observations. This might show that 

urban growth was highly induced by residential development and therefore complementary uses 

growth does not sum up as much as residential in absolute values. 

7.2  Mixed-use model results 

Bogota’s land-use normative at an aggregated level (large urban zones) allows the location of 

both residential and non-residential (complementary) uses. Therefore, all 760 analyzed zones are 

open to growth in both categories, even though there is an activity zone classification that defines 

the predominant use pattern of a particular zone. As mentioned before (see 5.3.POT effect), two 

effects were evaluated: an inertial and restrictive effect. On the one hand, mxLU_01 tries to 

incorporate the inertial effect as it describes the mixed-use at the begging of the analysis period 

and pResi_LU (percentage of residential dedicated land) the restrictive as it shows the land-use 

definition stated in POT normative 

Table 9 shows both Low and High income regression. Firstly, accessibility variables resulted 

significant in all scenarios. Although it is an indicator of house-hold accessibility (employment is 

the destination objective) it also may be seen as relative or proximity to activities proxy. As all the 

coefficients are positive and highly significant it shows that the more accessible a zone is the more 

it increased in complementary uses. It important to mention again that the accessibility variable 

accPuT was calculated with different attraction weights in low and high income models. 

Low-income model shows that there is no additional significant effect of feeder-lines in 

creating a more mixed-use growth. Contrary, in both income models, trunk corridor did presented 

significance. Zones surrounding trunk corridors present between 7 and 8 percentage points of 

mixed-use increase controlling for other variables. Co/re_faV_12 is an important controlling 

variable as it measures the floor area value relationship between complementary and residential 

uses. It is always significant and suggests that the higher the complementary FA value over 

residential FA value is, the more the zone is open to become mixed. This just shows the logical and 

normal reply of the construction market  
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Table 9 Land-use mixing regression model results 

 Low_I Low_I High_I High_I 

VARIABLES d_mxLU10 d_mxLU10 d_mxLU10 d_mxLU10 

     

accPuT 1.01e-06*** 1.64e-06*** 1.05e-05** 1.25e-05*** 

 (3.002) (5.072) (2.330) (3.042) 

feederZn 0.00919    

 (0.342)    

trunkZn 0.0258 0.0695** 0.0838** 0.0756* 

 (0.866) (2.362) (1.983) (1.903) 

co/re_faV_12 0.106*** 0.128*** 0.108*** 0.101*** 

 (4.900) (6.299) (4.287) (4.541) 

pResi_LU  -0.177***  -0.310*** 

  (-5.442)  (-6.100) 

mxLU_01 0.458***  0.470***  

 (8.637)  (5.076)  

Constant 0.104** 0.228*** -0.182** 0.162** 

 (2.287) (5.196) (-2.518) (2.421) 

     

Observations 518 565 149 172 

R-squared 0.252 0.197 0.321 0.323 

Robust t-statistics in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
 

As it was expected, percentage of residential use (pResi_LU) is negatively significant. That is that 

when a zone is regulated as predominately residential, mixed-use growth is logically diminished. 

mxLU_01 is also significant and positive, this means that the more mixed was a zone in 2001 the 

more it grew in mixed-uses during the following 10 years. For all other variables, correlation 

analyses were performed in order to check the independency between them. All correlation 

coefficients present absolute values below 0.35. 

7.3 Conclusions 

Both cross-tables and regression model allow us to draw conclusions on how the different uses 

grew during the last decade in the city, and also how Transmilenio and its different level of 

infrastructure influenced it. 

- Accessibility is an important issue regarding the location of non-residential activities. This 

is consistent with the common urban structure of a city where commercial and services 

uses locate in premium accessible zones. It can be theoretically explained in(Alonso, 
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1964)(Alonso, 1964)(Alonso, 1964) (Alonso, 1964)  location model. co/re_faV_12 index 

also reinforces this theory as the mixed-use growth is responding proportionally to the 

market price of each category of floor area. 

- Feeder zones did not have a marginal effect in attracting more complementary uses. 

These zones did presented growth but this can be attributed to the implicit effect of 

accessibility. 

- On the other way trunk-corridors surrounding zones did present a marginal growth in 

term of mixed-use when controlling by other variables. This is consistent with the cross-

table results and shows that after controlling for other variables, especially accessibility, 

zones contiguous to trunk corridors got more mixed. 

- The location of construction of complementary floor area is responding both to the zoning 

land-use normative defined in POT and the current condition of uses in the zones. This is 

worth noticing as they could be controlling variables when defining future land-use plans. 

- Both models presented similar significant coefficient and their signs and magnitudes are 

corresponding. Accessibility coefficients are different as were calculated with different 

regressors.  
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8 FUTURE BRT LINE EVALUATION  

Avenida Boyaca is one Bogota’s main transport corridor. It runs from South to North crossing 

the central part of the city. The corridor has a length of 27 Km. It is assumed to hold the next BRT 

corridor of Transmilenio system. It will be a structural part of all the system as it would service the 

western part of the city and would pass through or connect with almost all other corridors of the 

system. It would be independently the largest line among already the constructed and projected 

8.1 Corridor characterization  

 

Figure 17 BRT corridor spatial characterization 
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Figure 18 Current corridor built-up profile (2011) 

 

Figure 19 Current corridor mixed-use price and percentage residential coefficients profile 
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The BRT corridor would pass through an already highly urbanized area.71 ZAT where identified 

as directly corridor adjacent or intersected by a 500 meters buffer. 49 correspond to low-income 

zones and 22 to high-income. Figure 17 shows the spatial location of the corridor and the 

influenced zones along it The characterization on the corridor was defined longitudinally with a 

500 meters both-sides buffer which was segmented in 110 analysis zones of 250 meters of length.  

Analysis zone can be considered as highly urbanized with an average built-up density of 

615,935 m2 /Km2 which above city average of 573,111 m2 /Km2 .Zone even though presents the 

same mixed-use index of 25% of city. Based on Figure 18 denser zones are located in sector 2 and 

4 which also have medium level of mixed-uses; sector 3 is less dense but has higher value of 

mixed-uses. Sector 5 and 6 which corresponds mainly to high-income zone are less dense and have 

low value of mixed-uses. On the hand Figure 19 shows the pResi_LU and co/re_faV-12 which key 

elements of the land-use mixing model. More than half of the corridor zones have pResi_LU above 

50% which means that these zones are highly residential, normatively speaking. co/re_faV-12 

shows the commercial-residential ratio of floor area values , almost values are above one, as it was 

expected, but there are significant zones where value raises even more. These zones are therefore 

highly attractive for mixed-use development.  

Both models where calculated as urban growth and land-use mixing during ten year analysis 

term, therefore the forecast realized here will try to determine the urban these same for the next 

ten years. Base-line data is mostly from 2011 and 2012, therefore the projection would show 

estimated values for 2021. From now on the variables will be named Base-line and BRT are 

respectively. Model use for forecasting are Low-income urban growth (2) , High-income urban 

growth (1), Low-income mixed-use (2) and), High-income mixed-use (2). These model where either 

the ones with the best fits or the more logical ones regarding variables correlation problems.  

 The variables changed for the projection are: accessibility, with an estimation of time benefits 

and subsequent accessibility changes along the corridor; actualization of    
   

of potential built-

up area taking away 2000-2010 growth; and trunk and feeder zones adjacency dummies. The 

remaining variables        
 ,            , and           were not modified as they were based on 

prices and urban regulation.  

Accessibility modelling of the corridor was approached based on a uniform porcentual 

accessibility benefits for all the zones in the corridor. It was assumed that way due to time 
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limitation in modelling the new corridor in a real and calibrated transport model. A 10% increase 

in accessibility was applied to all zones along the corridor, thou it is a simplistic and unreal 

assumption it was defined that way in order to have a first approach to the potential of the model 

to evaluate future transport scenarios. The model, based on it structural form and estimation, can 

be use also to evaluate urban normative changes.   

8.2 Urban growth  

Models used for forecast urban growth are presented below. Values are first calculated with 

the linearized regression model and both forecast and standard error are then transformed into 

the second model.  

Low-income urban-growth model 

                                                            
                

 

   
  

   ⁄                  
     

    (                               
                

) 

High-income urban-growth model 

                                                           
 

   
  

   ⁄                 
         (                              

) 

Zonal growth results range from 25.111 m2 / Km2 to 209.845 m2 / Km2 with an average of 

68.297 m2 / Km2 . Previous 10 year city and trunk zone growth was of 91.800 m2 / Km2  and 119.400 

m2 / Km2 respectively.  This shows that the model is underestimating forecast values, although it is 

important to the see the results relatively along the corridor, which give a picture of which zone 

would tend to grow more. Figure 20 shows the whole corridor urban-growth profile with a 

confidence interval of 10%.  
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8.3  Mixed-use changes 

Then, it was made the forecast for land-use mixing along the corridor. As the model was 

already linear there was no need to transform the results. It did was necessary to project the 

mixed-use standard error of forecast as the absolute final mixed-use value depends on the urban 

growth model and their respective errors.  

Low-income land-use mixing model 

  (
  

   ⁄  )                                                                

           

High-income land-use mixing model 

  (
  

   ⁄  )                                                               

           

Land-use mixing results ranges from 19.1% to 73.1% with a corridor average of 43.7%. This 

values are significantly high that those presented formerly in the city and trunk corridors of 25% 

and 31% respectively. This means that the corridor was presenting an average mixing growth 

dynamic but it would increase its mixed-use growth significantly. The final zone mixed-use value 

depends of the current value and the amount of growth of the zone. Figure 21 shows the expected 

mixed-use profile along the corridor. The confidence intervals were also calculated at a 10% level. 

Some zone may have a high mixed-use growth value, but if zone presented low urban growth of 

already low high mixed-use value change may not be noticeable. 

8.4 Implication in a TOD strategy  

Those results previously presented are important in defining TOD corridor-level scheme along-

side the Av.Boyaca corridor. Not any specific analysis is performed in terms the characteristics and 

possibilities of intervention of all the zones of the corridor because it exceeds the research scope. 

Instead some general actions are presented as an idea of the possible usage of this model as a tool 

for analyzing of planning a more intervention of a transit corridor: 

1. Identify low-density zones in order to increase the built-up potential 
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2. Recognize high remaining potential zones in order to anticipate an expected urban growth 

and therefore quantify transport infrastructure needs. 

3. Identify low mixed-use zones and potentiate them by adjusting land-use normative to a 

more mixed condition. 

4. Look for accessibility premium zones to exploit through joint developments and value 

capture strategies.  

5. Look for zones with accessibility shortages in order to increase it both by transport and 

land-use intervention 

6. Planning for an entire corridor-level transportation and land-use strategy to obtain and 

integrated solution that maxims the benefits along the corridor.  
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Figure 20 Projected corridor built-up area growth profile 

 

Figure 21 Projected land-use mix growth profile 
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9 CONCLUSIONS 

Urban development and Transmilenio integration shows a not fully articulation between 

them. First, urban normative was never modified in order to response to new transit projects, 

even though, the established FAR and land-uses do respond to some logic related with the 

nearness to large mobility corridors, which were mostly transformed later in BRT corridors.  

Without an articulated normative the city grew in the last decade responding to particular 

variables, which separated give important highlights of how to prompt an integrated vision. 

Location of new development is mainly influence by accessibility (employment). This is important, 

first, because, is showing that the city densification process is based on the high valuation of 

locations near employment centers. This dynamic is more evident in high-income zones. And 

secondly, shows that Transmilenio or any other transit system are important tools for shaping 

urban form as they can increase in a significant way accessibility levels. Therefore, as Bogota will 

continue to get in densification process, accessibility will be a more valuated urban amenity. This 

gives an attractive field-level where to generated TOD solutions. 

The second variable influencing urban development is the floor-area potential of the zones. 

Evidence shows how FAR potential influence positively urban growth. This is logical as it is 

expected that in zones with more potential there are more conditions to develop new 

construction projects. And more important it means that it is an important planning intervention 

variable to play with in order to create normative that would induce urban growth in specific 

zones, mainly in transit premium zones.  

Land-use mixing dynamic showed also similar explanatory variables. Firstly, accessibility is also 

highly valuated when locating complementary activity. Commercial or services activity are more 

likely to occupied premium access zones, therefore a TOD plan should prompt this condition by 

seizing these zones. Furthermore, normative is also a key element for land-use mixing. Adjusting 

land-use zoning it would be possible to create more mixed development around transit corridors. 

When analyzing particularities of Transmilenio model in the former dynamics various 

conclusions were observed. As Transmilenio benefits are implicitly included in the accessibility 

value there is no way to calculate the net effect of this system in the urban development variables. 
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Therefore the marginal effects founds are explaining other Transmilenio or local characteristics 

that are beyond the accessibility outcome. In this, feeder zones did have an extra marginal effect 

in inducing urban growth. While there is no clear effect for trunk corridors, in fact these zones 

grew under what other similar zones did. In terms of mixed-uses, feeder-lines had no effect but 

there is a clear effect of trunk corridors in creating extra condition for more location of 

complementary uses. 

All of the preceding conclusions show that even though normative articulation was not 

approached in proper way, the induced development of the city in the last decade around 

Transmilenio is, in an important way, aligned with the TOD vision. The developers, under the 

normative and the accessibility improvements, responded with more densification and more 

mixed-uses around the transit benefited zones. In order to respond in the future to better TOD 

developments it is important to keep in mind and analyze the incidence of the variables found. 

And in this, the model developed in the research is important as it is a tool to evaluate corridor-

level transport and urban configurations that would lead to a better scheme of a Transit Oriented 

Development. Models give the flexibility to analyze various transport and land-use scenarios in 

order to assess different corridor expected configurations. These models can be seen as a first step 

analysis that can be used further to evaluated more detailed transport and urban variables.  

For future researches some issues may be approached related with the findings and difficulties 

deducted here. Panel data series are important to analyze the net effect of Transmilenio or any 

other intervention in the urban development patterns. The urban growth model presented low 

predicted values which may evidence a sub estimation of the model. This should be approached in 

a deeper way as well as the way to use the model for longer and more applicable estimations. As it 

is now, the model is predicting urban development for 10 years period and und just under current 

urban normative conditions. Floor Area Ratio modelling has a larger space to be improved and 

adjusted, potential floor-area value per zone calculated are a first approach of this variable that 

depends on a larger set of urban normative, legal and practical considerations. Regressions were 

estimated without any spatial correlation correction and no checking process was run in order to 

identify any spatial clustering of the model errors. Further research may focus in this issue in order 

to isolate the effects from spatial-related dynamics.  
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